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Encounter the heart of God! The word is not just dead letters; it is the living expression of God,

Jesus Christ. The word came with skin on as the perfect man and the living manifestation of the

glory of God. The Gospel of John is all about this beautiful Christ and believing! This book reveals

that Jesus Christ is the light of the world, the savior, the king, the true anointed one, the living bread,

and the loving shepherd. Matthew, Mark, and Luke give us the history of Christ, but John writes to

unveil the mystery of Christ. Here, Jesus is seen as the Lamb of God, the good shepherd, the kind

forgiver, the tender healer, the compassionate intercessor, and the great I am. Who can resist this

man when he tugs on hearts to come to him? To hear the gospel of John is to encounter Jesus.
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What can I say about this wonderful translation ? In my life it took years of hopeless struggles

before coming to the revelation that all of my efforts to make myself righteous were in vain. So many

wasted years before discovering that authentic righteousness can only come about by having an

ongoing love relationship with Jesus Christ. In a natural relationship when you draw near to

someone you will soon discover their hidden faults, however when it comes to Christ the closer you

approach the greater his beauty is enhanced, and that is why this translation is so important. For to

know Jesus in all of his fullness creates a love so powerful that everything within strains to be

conformed into his image in a supernatural effort to please him. Reading this translation is like

seeing these glorious events unfold before your very eyes. After turning each page, I found myself

identifying with the Apostle John, leaning closer and closer to the breast of the master until I could



almost feel his very heartbeat, and in doing so I finally understood why John had the audacity to

refer to himself as the disciple that Jesus loved. This book will center your focus on Christ alone.

Why is that so important ? Because Jesus is the key to revival. 120 different individual were in the

upper room, yet the bible says that they came to a place where they were in one accord. How was

that possible? The common denominator was Jesus. They had walked and talked with him. They

were there when he had healed the sick and raised the dead. Some were even there when he

walked on the water. They watched as he cast out demons. Some had watched him die and most

had seen him after he was raised from the dead. Their memories and focus on him were so intense

that it overcame the differences that separated and divided them, and when the change was

complete, the fire fell. This translation will give you supernatural memories that will enable you to

see what they saw.

The first time I opened this book....having read the gospels many times. I read the first two pages

and was reduced to tears at the pure beauty of the words on the page. this is the one book that if

you do not buy two you will regret it. You will read it and you will fall in love with the Lord all over

again. Then you will want to pass it on so have one ready. Of the Passion Translation this one book

is a MUST HAVE! If you are on the pulpit then your need for this book is dire.

Eugene Peterson once said, "There is a need in every generation to keep the language of the

gospel message current, fresh, and understandableÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•the way it was for its very first

readers." Brian Simmons has done just that. He has breathed new life into the Scriptures and made

them come alive again for countless readers around the globe. It is with a happy heart that I

commend this work. The two works that have impacted me the most was reading through "John:

Eternal Love" and "Letters from Heaven by the Apostle Paul." These works have breathed fresh life

into the Gospel and I see Christ anew through Simmons' beautiful scholarship and writing.

I have been a Christian for 29 years, and I have used a number of Bible translations. Since I

discovered The Passion Translation in March, I have used it as much as possible. It has brought out

many shades of meaning that I had no idea about. I love the way Brian views everything thru the

lens of The Great Commandment. This passionate love from God to us/from us to God comes

through on every page. I only wish he had the whole Bible done. Goad for the many books Brian

has put out so far! I highly recommend The Passion Translation for anyone wanting to passionately

pursue Jesus.



I LOVE this translation! Dr. Summons truly captures the very heart of this book and puts it into a

common language that is very easily understood. When I got stuck on chapter 17, I shared it with

our Home Group and we had a beautiful Holy Spirit led study time and discussion. Everyone (even

the shy ones) participated! And asked for more!!! I am grateful to The Lord for this book!

Because of some of the things I had read about The Passion Translation, I had both excitement and

skepticism about it. My husband and I have been reading it one verse at a time. I use The Passion

Translation out loud. Then he reads the same verse in another translation so we can compare. I am

very satisfied and have bought Luke-Acts. It is clearly and pleasantly written in a down-to-earth

style. When I'm done, I will most likely purchase another part of the set.

I really appreciate the detail that he goes into in his notes and the small but powerful differences in

the translation itself. The passion translation truly captures the love and heart of our father GOD

throughout and is accurate to original languages as far as I have compared. I would highly

recommend .this translation.

Being an older Christian, the Bible became so familiar that it was hard for the Lord to speak to me

through it. This book of John set my heart on fire!!! It brought newness to my heart - deeper

revelation through God's Word again. The Passion Translation is a must have.
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